EPISODIO DOS  ¿UN AMIGO?

**ESP:** Requires a response in Spanish. Write in complete sentences.

How does Merche say sorry? **ESP** __________________________

What is a ‘sister’ in Spanish? **ESP** __________________________

Who comes to the flat door with a box? **ESP** __________________________

What’s in the box? **ESP** __________________________

What’s a ‘friend’? **ESP** __________________________

What’s a ‘nap’? **ESP** __________________________

What’s ‘merienda’? **ESP** __________________________

What do you say to order a piece of toast? **ESP** __________________________

¿Qué ordenaste? **ESP** __________________________

What does the waiter say to get your order? **ESP** __________________________

What did Merche want? **ESP** __________________________

Write down something Merche said. __________________________

Why did Merche leave before her food arrived? **ESP** __________________________

What directions did she give you before she left? **ESP** __________________________

How do you ask for the bill? **ESP** __________________________ What did she leave to pay?

¿Un amigo? The Learning Section (tutorial) **ESP** __________________________

Remind yourself/Vocabulary (more vocabulary)

List 8 new things you learned from this tutorial __________________________

Grammar

Which 2 letters sound identical? _____ _____ What do Z’s and C’s sound like in Spanish? _____

What sound does a ‘cu’ make in Spanish? __________

Practice

What did the phrase book have you match up on page 1 of the practice section? __________________________

What questions did the waiter ask on page 3? **ESP** __________________________

On the back: **ESP** __________________________ **ESP** __________________________

Tell me FIVE things that happened in this video. Write it in Spanish and use the preterit tense.